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A particularly poignant example of the (ab)use of lo indigena was the case of la India Bonita, a beauty contest that took place in Mexico City in 1921,10 sponsored by the periodical El Universal Ilustrado. Young women arrayed in their indigenous finery posed for photographers and promenaded in front of the judges, whose job it was to select "la mas bella" (the most beautiful). The winner was described in El Universal Ilustrado: She arrived here accompanied by her grandmother, a pure "meschica" Indian, who doesn't speak any Spanish. She comes from the highlands where she was born and lives and she's even wearing a "huipal" tied at the waist. Today she's received three million pesos and an enormous amount of attention.... Her name is Maria Bibiana Uribe and she's 18 years old." Maria Bibiana Uribe then had "five o'clock tea" with Alberto Pani, Secretary of Foreign Relations, and other dignitaries, and her native beauty was exploited to push "el Jab6n Flores del Campo" (Wildflower Soap).'2 Other than this, there was no attempt on the part of the competition organizers to assimilate the indigenous culture they had wished to exalt and honor.
By contrast, when the young, vibrant, native-Mexican-attired Frida Kahlo accompanied her husband to San Francisco in midNovember 1930, she immediately was recognized as una Mexicana, muy bonita. Photographer Edward Weston describes his first encounter with Kahlo, on December 14, 1930: I photographed Diego again, his new wife-Frida-too: she is in sharp contrast to Lupe [Guadalupe Marin, Rivera's second wife], petit, -a little doll alongside Diego, but a doll in size only,for she is strong and quite beautiful, shows very little of herfather's German blood. Dressed in native costume even to huaraches, she causes much excitement on the streets of San Francisco. People stop in their tracks to look in wonder. 13 In San Francisco, according to Rivera's biographer Bertram Wolfe, "Diego and Frida were feted, lionized, spoiled." He continued: "Parties everywhere, streams of invitations to teas, dinners, week-ends, lectures with great audiences coming to get a glimpse of them and listening, astounded, to Diego's words on art and social questions." '4 Although the 23-year-old Kahlo apparently was not interviewed by the media during her stay in California, we can extract from the carefully staged formal photographs taken at this time that her fashion was her public statement. In Weston's photograph (1930; Fig. 1 ) she wears the loosely draped fringed rebozo around her shoulders and heavy beads of jadeite-the green stone was a favorite stone of Aztec sculptors-around her neck. The muted, very light background seems to indicate an outdoor setting, which is confirmed in another Weston photograph with Rivera in front of one of his frescos in progress. Kahlo's hands rest gently but firmly In the costumes flaunted by Kahlo in these California photographs, she embodies the two main goals of postrevolutionary Mexican leaders: She exalts contemporary manifestations of Mexico's pre-Hispanic past (the Aztec jewelry and her achievement of a "native look" with her simple coiffure) and simultaneously directs attention to the rich diversity in Mexican culture (the different types of rebozo, her dress, pose, and props). Although Kahlo's father was by birth a German Jew, her mother was a Mexican Catholic, and it is the latter ethnic heritage she chose to promote (although she never denied her Jewishness).'7 Rivera, too, expressed pride in his "Indian-Spanish-Mexican parents." '8 Kahlo began creating her authentically Mexican "look" during the first years of her marriage. Her conscious appropriation of both ancient and contemporary cultural signs and symbols reflects her transition from a single woman to a married woman, from a private person to the public role of spouse of a well-known artist, and from an invalid to an artist.l9 Indeed, her personal transition mirrors Mexico itself, in a "phase of self-examination and self-definition after the Revolution."20 The transitional aspect of her costuming becomes apparent when compared with her eventual adoption of the orthodox Tehuantepec style, as shown in a photograph by Dora Maar, taken at the time of Kahlo's 1939 exhibition in Paris (Fig. 4) 
